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PhxMQG Lotto Block for October 2021 

One Seam Flying Geese 

 Finished Flying Goose: 6”x 3” 

 Two Geese = 1 Lotto Block 
 

This is probably the easiest block lotto this year. It takes 

more time to cut than to sew and press. We are asking for 

two geese for one block, but do not sew them together. 

That way, that the winner can choose the final layout.  

 

 
For our lotto block:  
 

Please use fall colored fabrics. A contrast in value looks nice, but isn’t required. 
 

You will need to cut: 

 2: 3½” x 3½” squares of color A (sky) 

 1: 6½” x 3½” rectangle of color B (goose) 
 

Great scrap buster!!!!!! 
 

Directions:  
 

Note Use this website but the sizes listed above if you would rather watch than read. 
 

 Video tutorial: 2-minute one seam flying geese quilt block - YouTube  

 

1. Fold goose fabric in half WST (wrong sides together)  

2. Sandwich folded goose between two sky squares with aligning all edges except folded 

edge (which should be short by ¼“) with RST (right sides together) [See first drawing] 

3. Sew with ¼” seam allowance, across one end such that you cross the fold of the goose 

See first drawing 

4. Press and then press open with goose fabric on left  [See second drawing] 

5. Pull the goose into shape by taking the upper layer of the lower left corner of goose fabric 

over to the lower right corner of the sky fabric [See third drawing] 

6. Trim to 6 1/2” x 3 1/2” if needed 

7. Using a basting stitch, sew 1/8” from the edge along the bottom of the goose to hold in 

place.  

Pull the upper layer of goose fabric 
at the lower left corner over to the 
lower right corner 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWpJrZZrrjM
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Because the goose block is three-dimensional … 
Because the goose is three-dimensional and the leading edges of the goose are bias, it is possible to 

turn the fold back on itself like a cathedral window block. You can then 

stitch the fold in place. Possible stitches include almost any hand 

embroidery stitch, the stitch you use with applique and binding (doesn’t 

show but holds flat), machine stitches: straight edge stitch, blanket stitch. 

decorative stitches, small machine zigzag stitch or machine satin stitch. 

No need for the lotto block but in case you should win  ... 

 

In case you want to make other sizes of one-seam flying geese: 

Useful videos: 
Video tutorial: 2-minute one seam flying geese quilt block - YouTube  

Make a One Seam Flying Geese quilt with Jenny Doan of Missouri Star! (Video Tutorial) - YouTube  

Fast and Easy One Seam Flying Geese Tutorial - YouTube  

 

Rebellious Ideas: 
1. As mentioned above, fold back the folded edges of your goose and hand or machine stitch in place 

2. Piece the goose fabric or piece the sky fabric 

3. Cut an orphan block to be the sky or goose 

4. Your ideas? 

Finished size 1 x 2 1½ x 3 2 x 4 2½ x 5 3 x 6 3 ½ x 7 4 x 8 W x 2W 

Sky Square (cut 2) 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ W + ½ 

Goose Rectangle 1½ x 2½ 2 x 3½ 2½ x 4½ 3 x 5½ 3½ x 6½ 4 x 7½ 4½ x 8½ (W+½) x (2W+½) 

Possible Layouts 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flying geese make terrific sashings and borders 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWpJrZZrrjM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15Cblb8J6i0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NIUm9fqBvo

